Case Study: Glenwood Sewing
Center, Glenwood Springs
By Cam Burns & Suzie Romig/CLEER

New Lights, Windows, and Air-Sealing and
Conditioning Help Glenwood Sewing Center Save

W

hen Sandy and Bob Boyd had
a series of energy efficiency

upgrades done in their business the
Glenwood Sewing Center, they had
little idea how much energy they’d
save in subsequent years.
“It’s not just the energy cost savings that are impressive,” Boyd said
recently. “Since we replaced the windows and rearranged our checkout
and work area at the front of the
store, the level of comfort has improved dramatically. Before we upGlenwood Sewing Center.’s basement classroom has new lighting.
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Lessons Learned
• New T8s avoid the “flickering fluo
rescent headache factor”
• Better lighting can help sales
• Employees are more comfortable
• Thermal imaging can help find
hidden energy leaks

stat and replacing their old air conditioner with an evaporative cooler.
After one year, their annual gas bills
had dropped by roughly $1,300, or
30 percent. The electric bills went
down about 10 percent after the 2010
upgrades.

The Upgrades
• Replaced 50-year-old fluorescent
lamps with electronic T8 lamps
• Better air sealing
• $1,800 savings in energy use
per year!
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